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SECTION I     EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

A third meeting of the Modeling Team members was convened by the co-chairs of the 

Minnesota River Integrated Watershed Management Interagency Study Team (IST). (John 

Wells, Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (EQB) and Mike Wyatt US Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACE)).  The first two meetings laid the groundwork for making modeling suite 

recommendations by introducing existing models and their applications to the group and 

facilitating in-depth discussion of the planning questions and the IST goals.  The purpose of the 

third meeting was to assist in identifying decision making criteria and modeling suites to 

develop a recommendation for IST consideration.  Extensive work between the meetings 

entailed information gathering from the members and tabulating the capabilities of models and 

their potential application to the planning questions.   

 

To formalize the context of the recommendations of this report the participants were polled 

early in the meeting and there was consensus that the priority modeling needs being addressed 

at the meeting would focus on those with a hydrology, hydraulics, and water quality (including 

sediment transport) basis as a fundamental component of the study.  Explicit recognition was 

given to the deferral of other related study needs, such as the biological, social, and economic 

models that will need to be discussed and developed through future meetings and integrated in 

a timely manner to meet the IST goals.  The second table - First Increment Modeling Focus 

Planning Questions, in Appendix A is a subset of the full Planning Questions Table (Appendix 

C) with only questions from the Modeling meeting focus areas.   

 

The Modeling meeting participants also agreed by consensus with making these 

recommendations in the context of using a “nested model approach” where multiple models 

would be used at the scales where they are most accurate and efficient and are subsequently 

linked to provide information from very small scales with intensive data efforts through 

successively larger scales for characterizing the Minnesota River Basin (MRB).   The 1997 

EPA Compendium of Tools for Watershed Assessment and TMDL Development used a 

similar structure for organizing models available for Watershed Assessments.  In the 

nomenclature of this effort the nested model approach has three tiers based on levels of 

complexity and modeling detail and correlates loosely with the size of the watershed studied: 

 Tier 1:  Large scale, light Technical or GIS Analysis for informing Tier 2 and Tier 3 models.  It is 

fundamentally simple, provides a relative sense of the parameters, and requires few input 

data.   

 Tier 2:  Mid-Range Hydrology and Large Basin Models.  Provides a level of certainty and needs 

more input data.   

 Tier 3:  Includes small scale, detailed, physically-based processes and requires much more 

input data.  Due to data needs is usually for smaller basins on the 100-10,000 Ac size scale.   

A synthesis of the results from two working groups resulted in consensus on the modeling 

suites and general approach recommendations for nine of the top ranked, H&H model 

dependent, planning questions in the categories of Hydrologic Regime, Sediment Mobilization 

& Transport, and Water Quality.   The category Nutrient Loading had two questions with a 

third place rank for the groups but a modeling suite recommendation was not made at this 
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meeting for those questions.  The complete table of results is in Appendix A of this report.  A 

summary of the recommendations sorted by Planning Question Category follows.  

  

MODELING SUITE RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

Since, in general, the groups recommended the same models/modeling suites to address all of 

the highly ranked questions within a given category (i.e. Hydrologic Regime) the 

recommendations are grouped by planning question category and the questions within that 

category are listed for reference. Then the recommended models/model suites were selected to 

be used as either Basin Models or Receiving Models at the appropriate Tier level within the 

nested approach.   Basin Models simulate the generation and movement of sediment, nutrients, 

water, and pollutants from the point of origin (source) to discharge into receiving waters, and 

Receiving Models simulate the movement and transformation of sediment, nutrients, water and 

pollutants through lakes, streams, rivers, and estuaries.  Finally, additional recommendations 

about how the models or suites might be applied are included.   

 

Hydrologic Regime (Questions 1, 3, 5, 6, 7) 

  
Questions:    
1. What is the hydrologic regime of the MRB? Include surface ditches, subsurface tiles, open 
inlet drains, road embankments, bridges, culverts, land cover. 
3. How has land use change and development of the agricultural drainage network affected 
the surface water hydrologic regime? Quantify the uncertainty related to this (e.g. 
precipitation)  
5. What are the effects of land use and drainage at different scales on the hydrologic regime? 
6. What can be done to restore the hydrologic regime? 
7. What level of hydrologic restoration/preservation can be reasonably achieved? 
 

Recommended Basin Models: 

 Tier 2:  SWAT, HSPF 

 Tier 3:  GSSHA, SWAT-DRAINMOD 

 

Additional Recommendations:  Parallel evaluation at Tier 3 between GSSHA and SWAT 

would be advantageous to compare the +/-„s of the models and develop scaling relationships. 

 

 

Sediment Mobilization & Transport (Questions 1, 2, 5) 

  
  Questions:    
1. How do the hydrologic regime and ongoing geomorphic processes affect the 
geomorphology of tributaries and the Minnesota River?   
2. What are the sources of sediment?  
5. How much sediment is delivered to the Mississippi River with the current hydrologic 
regime? 
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Basin Models: 

 Tier 2:  SWAT, HSPF 

 Tier 3:  GSSHA, SWAT-DRAINMOD 

Receiving Models when applicable: 

 CONCEPTS + LINK (GSSHA, ADH, RAS) 

 BSTEM 

 BANCS 

 

Additional Recommendations:  Some models/programs are geared to site-specific 

geomorphology; some are tied to hydraulic routing routines.  Therefore model selection will 

depend on the floodplain interactions.   

 

 

Water Quality (Question 6) 

 
  Question:     
6. What can be done to improve water quality, sediment transport and nutrient loading 
conditions in the tributaries and in the Minnesota River? 
 

Basin Models:   

 Tier 2:  SWAT/HSPF + link to main stem receiving water model with WQ 

 Tier 3: GSSHA+NSM, SWAT+QUAL2E 

Receiving Models: 

 Options:  CE-QUAL-W2, CE-QUAL 2E, HEC-RAS+NSM, ADH+NSM 

 

Additional Recommendations:  For the Basin Modeling effort SWAT or HSPF may be 

sufficient down to Jordan, where the processes become more complex with the wider 

floodplain.  For the Receiving Modeling effort, again some programs are geared to site-specific 

geomorphology while others are tied to hydraulic routing routines; therefore final model 

selection will depend on floodplain interactions.   

 

MODELING SUITE RECOMMENDATIONS DEFERRED 
 

Several other questions in these categories and others including Flooding Damages and 

Sediment were recognized as important by at least one of the groups but the need for working 

models, knowledge base within the participants, or time to develop the details prevented the 

formulation of a consensus recommendation at this time.    In several of these cases options for 

modeling suites were developed and reported in the Table in Appendix A.   

 

CRITERIA FOR MODEL SELECTION ABSENT CONSENSUS 

 

Criteria for selection of models were discussed and listed by the groups but there is not a final 

decision on a set or sets of criteria for choosing models when more than one option was 

favored.  
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